What Makes it Elite Fire / Elite Rescue?
ImageTrend Elite™ Fire is a complete data solution for fire departments. It has everything you expect
and more to conduct inspections, document fire incidents and manage fire operations.
ImageTrend Elite™ Rescue combines those fire RMS capabilities with ePCR in a single solution,
making data management even easier for fire departments with EMS service.
Reporting for Your Fire and EMS Data

Centralized Data Collection Settings

ImageTrend’s Report Writer lets you create ad hoc or
canned reports on your NFIRS
5.0 or NEMSIS v3 data. Builtin reporting tools are already
designed for the reports you
need.

Take in-depth control with centralized
management of your fields, their value
ranges, validation and mapping for
import/export data exchange.

Fluid, Configurable Forms
Create your own forms to
optimize your department’s
workflow using ImageTrend
Elite’s Form Manager. Choose
the fields and order of display for
rapid data entry.
Most Trusted for Data Hosting
With more than 10 million NEMSIS
v3 and 1,000,000 NFIRS 5.0 records
hosted1, no other singular system is as
trusted as ImageTrend Elite.

Expand fire operations capabilities with the Locations/
Occupants/Inspections Module. Record data in this cloudbased system where it is secure and safe with backups.
Update and reference records from virtually anywhere with
an internet connection.
Offline Documentation with Elite Field™
ImageTrend Elite is a cloud-based system that works
anywhere with an internet connection. With optional
Elite Field, a building inspection or patient encounter can
be started and completed offline and submitted when a
connection is restored. An encrypted database on the local
device keeps the data secure from unauthorized access.
Powerful for States, Flexible for Municipalities

Save Time with the Library
User-generated content from your peers
in other departments can be shared with
the Library. Find forms that others have
found successful and share the wealth of knowledge in the
ImageTrend community.
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Locations/Occupants/Inspections Module

Not only is ImageTrend chosen more than any other vendor
for statewide fire or EMS data collection; it is also the
most flexible for municipal and countywide departments.
Enterprise architecture ensures smooth data rollup from the
scene of the incident to nationwide reporting systems.

Number of records hosted as of July, 2017. Source: ImageTrend
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Dynamic Power Tools™ and Situation Tools™
To make short work of repetitive or complex documentation, Dynamic Power Tools and Situation Tools simplify data
entry - often to as little as a tap of a button. Based on the provider’s initial impression and course of treatment, these
configurable tools can be selected for a scenario, such as cardiac arrest, and display common medications or procedures
that might be documented.
Capabilities and Modules
Visual Informatics

Preplanning

EMS Billing Integrations

MARS Mapping/Reporting

CQI (EMS incidents)

EKG Monitor Integrations

Fire Inspections

Staffing/Scheduling Integrations

Continuum™ Integration

Mobile Fire Inspections

CAD Integrations

The Complete Picture
Connected data opens the door to new possibilities in integrated healthcare. With ImageTrend’s Open Platform,
encounters can be sent to hospitals or shared through Health Information Hub™ (HIH™) with other agencies, regardless
of which ePCR vendor they use*. ImageTrend’s solutions leverage powerful software to analyze, document, alert and
report on data - making patient-centric care a reality.
* Requires each endpoint to be certified NEMSIS version 3 compliant. Special data sharing agreements required - see ImageTrend rep for details.

Join us at our annual
Connect User Conference!

Connect with industry leaders
and peers nationwide.
More information: ImageTrend.com/Connect
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